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AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF
RANDOM FLIGHTS IN A EUCLIDEAN SPACE

OF N DIMENSIONS

INTRODUCTION

"A man starts from a point 0 and walks 1 yards in

a straight line; he then turrs through any angle whatever
and walks another 1 yards in a second straight line. He

repeats this process n times. I require the probability
that after these n streches he is at a distance between
r and r + dr from his starting point O."

These words by Karl Pearson (19, p.294) constitute

original formulation of the now classical problem of the
Random Walk. His interest at the time was the migration of
mosquitoes, hence the frequently used terms "Random Migra-

tion" and "Random Flights".

The problem as posed was quickly solved by Kluv

(15), who obtained he result

P(R (r) = r)( [470(t)Jn (r )dt

and Lord Rayleigh (23) pointed out that the problem was

equivalent to that of the "composition of n isoperiodic

vibrations of unit amplitude and of phases distributed at
random" which he had dealt with some 25 years previously.

A survey of more modern literature gives an indication
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of the underlying position occupied by the Random Walk in

a number of diverse disciplines in science, particularly
when the steps are regarded as random vectors.

In physics and chemistry, Chandrasekhar (3) demon-

strates its fundamental importance to several problems,

notably the theory of Brownian motion, while in (13), the

model is used to study the distribution of gamma-ray ener-

gies in some radioactive processes.

In statistics, Fisher (8) bases a test of signifi
canoe, for random vectors, on the distribution of the sum

of unit vectors in 3-space, and formulates a theory of err-
ors for measurements on the surface of a sphere. Greenwood

and Durand (10) use the solution in 2-space to test the

hypothesis that random vectors (or physical quantities that

may be expressed as random vectors) are distributed uni-

formly in direction.
In geophysics, Vincenz and Bruckshaw (25) study the

direction of residual magnetism in rocks with the help of

the model for Random Flights.

In radar, the Random Walk in 2-space has long been

used as a model (17) for deriving the distribution of power

in randomly scattered radio energy. A principal motivation

for this study was the observation that certain aspects of
problems arising in the theory of detection of radio and



radar signals seemed related to the Random Walk.

Pearson found Kluvyer's integral solution impractic

for computation, and devoted considerable effort to an

approximating, asymptotic series (20), since recognized as

an expansion in Laguerre polynomials, which could be rear-
-1ranged according to powers of n Subsequently, Rayleigh

(24) derived slightly more general series of the same type

for one, two and three dimensions. Cerulus (2) very re-

cently derived these series through O( n) apparently as
mathematical exercise, for no other motivation is men-

tioned. His results seem to contribute nothing beyond

those of Rayleigh, although the approach is quite different.
One of the principal results of this paper is the de.

ivation of this Pearson series" in N-space, for approxi.

mating the distribution of Rt, the length of the resultant
of n unit vectors. To obtain the series in one, two, and

three dimensions, the authors cited above required explicit

knowledge of the exact distribution for Rn, and the char-

acteristic function. The difficulties increase rapidly
ith N in the following treatment, we attack the problem

through an elementary approach and require no knowledge of

the exact distribution or characteristic function. The

limiting form, for large at of the dens it function is

duced quite simply and the correction terms through 0(
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are then derived in a manner analogous to the development

of the classical Edgeworth series (6).
We have adopted a few conventions of notation Capi-

tal letters always denote random variables, which may be

either scalars or vectors. When confusion may arise, the

symbols X for a vector, IXIfor the magnitude of the vec-

tor, are used. The functional arguments x and t may

denote both vectors and scalars, with explanatory notation

or comments where necessary. The quantities Pz(x)

fz(x), and C1(t) denote the probability distribution,
probability density, and characteristic functions, respec-
tively. R or Ryi is invariably the distance from the

origin, while n is the number of steps, and J the num-

ber of dimensions. The symbol E( ) denotes mathematical

expectation of a quantity.
Some useful formulae required in the text, are con-

tained in the appendix.



CHAPTER 1

THE LIMITING FORM FOR THE DISTRIBUTION

cosWv ) be a random vector

step of unit length in -space,

aking an angle W with the jth axis in a rectangularvj
coordinate system. Haldane (12, p.215) gives the distri-
bution, dependent upon NI, for the random angle between

two "completely random (all directions are equiprobable)

N-space, and shows that Is(cos ) = 0 and
1NEachanglefollows the same distri-vj
and any two of them are uncorrelated. Thus

f0 k
= k

Let (cosWv

which denotes the v

vectors in
vtE(co2s 2)

bution as I

This agrees

for we must

If X

denotes the

each scalar

distributed

have E(cos

P P1

Theorem (4, p.213) and (1.1)

is normal (0,nN ) j 1 2#

Fri

with the usual condition on direction cosines,

(Xn11 n2'
resultant of n independent random steps, then

component X is the sum of n identicallynj

random direction cosines. By the Central Limit

is the sum of n identically distributed random vectors

and by the analogous Central Limit Theorem for vectors

5

the scalar variable urn X
n4oc ni

N . Similarly, Xn



(1.2) exp(-*tBxti) a

x) = (211) 2

density function. Here

(x/,...,x0 and IBx1 is

cova

pendent, since the covariances vanish;

density function for the components is

individual density functions.
It is possible to obtain from

ing limiting form fR R
(r) lim (r)

n.oco n
the distance R.= IX' from the origin

characteristic functio

t t )1, N

he determinant of BX

hence the joint
the product of the

6

(4, P.310-316), X lim X fo owe an N-variate, normal
11.0co

distribution w

ance matrix (U unit matrix),

as probabil-

FUrthermore, the components lim X of X are all ndenjn.00

) the correspond-

for the density of
after n steps.

The customary approach is to change from a rectangular co-

ordinate system to spherical coordinates then remove the

angular dependence by integration. The following trans-

formation defines spherical coordinates in N-space

(4, p.121).



( .4)

(1.5)

. a: rsinexj

Define a new, normalIzed random scalar U

mos()

f2 f
J

osW and

If the jacobian of the transformation, then

Considering the functional form for fx(x) defined

in la), and the complexity of the transformation (1.3),
it is clear that f (r) is not deduced easily in this way.
The following approach suffices to determine f (r) quite

simply, yet permits us to relax the restriction that the
elementary vectors be of unit length.

Replace the unit vector Pir by the vector

(IA1 osW I )cosWi ). As before

Xn



(1.6) Un

We have assumed that successive vectors (A ) are inde-
pendent and completely random, where the length lAil of
vector A is
Hence

Independent of the (cosW A) j= it. .#14*

1A11 = nN BOA

But

(1.8) m = E(IA1

Then by .7) and (1.8),
NX2

E( n
nml

(I)

NX2ni , where m
"ml

2 .112 2u e

so that U urn Un is composed of the
n4o3

8

ei = l'oetttne

of squares of N independent variables, each normal (0,1)
Thus U has a chig.square distribution with N degrees of
freedom, with density function (4,13.233),

A more convenient form for (1.9) resul we set



0)

. Then we have

ex(100.1) , where

a convention we shall use for the remainder of the paper.

Equation (1.10) gives the limiting form for the density of
NR2

, where All properties of

interest for the variable R are deduced trivially from
those of Z so it will be convenient from this point on
to deal only with the variables Z andnFor example,
the distribution function P(r) may be expressed as

x)dx =
a+1

As given in (1.11), (r) agrees with Watson (26, p.421).

It is analytically convenient to describe P (r) in

terms of Z , but for computation the double interpolation,

often required when using tables 21) of the Incomplete

where by definition 71 p.133)

r(a+1,x
roa

the Incomplete Gamma function.



2 (r) x)

10

Gamma function, is awkward. Since N is an integer
(though not necessarily) for most applications, it is best
for computation to write

The tables for the chi square variable II

usually easier to use.



(2.1)

THE PEARSON SERIES FROM A MULTIVARIATE
EDGEWORTH EXPANSION

For sufficiently large n, equations (1.10) and

provide satisfactory approximations to the density and die

tribution functions, respectively, for R. For moderate
n, however, correction terms are desirable. We wish to

approximate f (z) by an asymptotic series of the form

CHAPTER 2

( )[3. p +P ( )n )n

where terms 0(n 4) are discarded, and pi( a poly-

nomial in r. Such a series was developed by P Y Edge-

worth (6) as an approxi ation to an "almost normal" distri

bution in one variable. The development may be found in

many texts notably Cramer (4, p.227) or Gnedenko and

Kolmogorav 91 P.192) We have shown that the resultant

vector X: is "almost normal" in N-space, so it is natural

to try a multivariate Edgeworth expansion for f (x), and

from It derive formally a series for f (r) as in (2.1).

The multivariate Edgeworth expansion becomes increasingly

complex with NI and is hopelessly so for general N The

xpansion for N=2 is outlined below, for it is



instructive to this problem.
Consider the normalized vector Pv, where PI,

a unit vector as before, with C (t) as characteristic
function. Setting N 2, the bivariate cumulants Kik are

defined by the identity

(2.2)

C [c 1t)])J

where
Sk

the joint moments for 2 c sWvl

andoeW2t components of 211. In general, jointv
moments for scalar variables X and Y are defined by

Mik . Igxjyk)

Define Y 2 (P ...+P ) 16 2*X A h of nn
independent, identically distributed random vectors, the

characteristic function C(t) for In is given by

12

this follows from the definition of a

characteristic function. With 2.2) we may write, with a

change of variable,



(2. 011(n exp

In two dimensions, angles Wrl and can con-

veniently expressed in terms of the plane polar angle
uniformly distributed over (00271); thus

0

(2i)t(2k):
2j 2k j.k.(j+k)12

1

K6 0 42X 10 X

jk = 0 for j or k odd

.

Formula (Al), after simplification, yields

21r

Jcos x 8ik dx
o

= 0 for j or k odd.

The (K) may be expressed in terms of the from

the defining equation 2.2), and a few of them are listed
in the appendix. From there we have, for these values of

In the exponential of (2 .3), y invert



(2.4)

(2.5)

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree v in(it1) and

(it2Expanding the second factor in (2.4)
2ponential series 0 = 1 + x + Tx +

(2.6)
2

From the definition of a characteristic function, it
is the characteristic

function of Y, and if C(at) = Cz(t) then Z aY

thus the right side of (2.6) is the characteristic func-
tion for Z = n Y = (2n)1 X ' and the formaln n n

Fourier inversion of (2.6) yields the density function
f(z) whereZn z = (z1,z2)

Transformation to polar coordinates followed by nte-

gration to remove the dependence on the angle, yields

is easy to show that if C

th the ex-
have

and zi (2n1) x,

14

the order of summation to obtain a series in powers of

*I and factor out those terms independent of n p (2.3)

omes



(2.7)

where J 18 the jacobian of he transformation from

(s1,s2) r 0).
The nature of the series expansion for

be illustrated readily. We first note that any
(2.5) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2km in

and (it). To establish the form of (r), the opera.

tions of Fourier inversion, transformation to polar coor-

dinates, and integration with respect to 0 must be per
formed on these polynomials. For a general homogeneous

polynomial we have

By formulae (A3) and

nomial

Substituting

2k

d la f

2k2(2(

15

'x2) d e

2k

Hermite poly



integration with respect to 0yields, by formula
2

[(VfOrt
121, ....1.&13; 2k

where L( x)

the

The fine

In thIs way, the terms and b4 4

:don, correction terms in
2 2

2( Id' 11(

respectively; the coefficients in these terms corresponding

to the (ai) depend upon the cumulants (

(2.5) Specifically, ince

is a Laguerre polynom a

ponding term in the final series is
r2

ough 061 thus obtained

H, after inver

as defined

16

2)



Construction of the Pearson series in this way

just how the Laguerre polynomials arise, and precise

which moments contribute to terms of a given order in
n). More important, it supports the conjecture that

generalized Laguerre polynomials will enter the series
for general N in a similar way.

17



CHAPTER

AN EXPANSION IN ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS

We have shown that the asymptotic series is based or

the Central Limit Theorem, and may be derived from the

multivariate Edgeworth series, at least for Nis 2. The

presence of the Laguerre polynomials has been explained,

and it remains to confirm a conjecture that the series may

be obtained for arbitrary N by an orthogonal expansion

in generalized Laguerre polynomials.

It is simplest to deal with the random variable

introduced in 1.9) with density function fn The

orthogonal series of interest has the form

fn(

The parameter +I has been specified as 2 by the limit

ing form of the density function. The are determined

according to the orthogonality relation

k where a+1



from the equation

(3.4)

the

(3.5)

Prom the de ition (7 p.1 of the generalized Laguerre

polynomial,

(3.6)

f(x) Lisc(z)dx .

the coefficient 0k appears as a polynomial in n

degree k. It is not at all obvious how (3.1) can be writ
ten as an asymptotic series in powers ofn with poly-

nomial coefficients, since collection of terms for a given

power of n apparently yields an infinite series as a
coefficient. The most striking aspect about this expansion

e recall that the mom f Z are given

in terms of the moments M of Rn b he relation

may be expressed in terms of the moments of

E(Z3). By 3.3) d (3.4) we have



for the special cases N 2 and N 3, is the way the

(N.) combine such that the order in for c increases

with k, though not regularly. In fact Pearson (20, p.9)
-bobserved, for N=2, that ck = 0(n) where b is the int-

egral part of (l+k). Evidently, to obtain the desired

asymptotic series through 0(n3) from (3.1), we must cal

culate the (ck) through 06, which also contains useless

terms in n and n-5, to be discarded.

The major obstacle is determination of the moments

For N=2 a relation for generating Mi can be de-

duced without difficulty, and for N=3 an analogous but more

complex manipulation of special functions provides a simi-

lar means, but for general N the approach does not appear

to be feasible.
A recent article by Haldane 12) on the addition of

random vectors provides the clue needed to obtain the (M

in N-space. The required development is given in thefol-

lowing pages.



(4.1)

CHAPTER 4

VECTORANTS AND THE PEARSON SERIES
IN N DIMENSIONS

The j
th cumulant, or "semi-invariant"

IL4(X)

the random variable X is defined in terms of the

characteristic function by 14, 13.60)

23.

It is evident from this definition that the oumulants

independent random variables are additive, that is if

X and It have cumulants Kj(X) and K(T), then X+Y

has cumulants X(X) + K3 (r), j = 1,2,... It is this
property which led to the definition of cumulants. Clearly

if Yn = 11 + + Xn, where the (X ) are independent

identically distributed variables with cumulants (X ),

thenitYdtiere we are concerned with the addi-j

tion of n independent, identically distributed random

vectors in N-space, and require the moments M(R ) of
3 n

the scalar square of the resultant vector. We want

to define a set of numbers which have the cumulative pro-

perty when random vectors are summed.

Let X, Y and Z be the respective ecalar squares



(4.3)

where h is the integral part

21
JE(cos). The first few moments defined by (4.3)

are

(4.4) (2 b

2A

0

We must now define for a random vector a set Or of

"v torants" (Haldane calls them "vectorial cumulants in

terms of moments (M1) that V(X) + V (Y) V1(Z

(X+Y k.21

22

of two independent random vectors in N-space and their

resultant with jth moments A B and C respective.j j

ly. If is the random angle between the vectors, the

elementary law of cosines yields

(4.2) Z = X+Y + 2( cost, o 71-

The ambiguous signs are assumed equally likely, so that

E( cos 1) 0 for odd k. We further assume that I is

statistically independent of X and T so that the kth

moment of Z may be written



A +B = C1

Poi' j021 assume V2

A2+1 1 and

Y2 (Z) = ( 2+

Inserting C1 and C2

from (4.4).

81(

b2). Thus V2

2
. We must have

Y 2+418f. t so that

from (4.4), we have the identity

A1 B1 (2a1 +2+b2 ) 0; since
A1 B1

cannot be identically
zero for arbitrary X and Y, we must have

For j=3, assume V3 M3+a1M2M1

for j=2, we have the two identities in

[(244) )611+3a2 ] a 0

3(1+b )

which, when solved, yield

3 (l+b )(2+b

23

We use the method of undetermined coefficients, so each

value of j must be dealt with separately.

For j=1, we see at once that V =141 for any vector;

the requirement V (X) + (Y) = V1(Z) is satisfied by

Proceeding

and a2

Thus far, no complications have arisen, and apparently

can determine, for arbitrary random vectors, as many



vectorants as we wish. For j=4, however, we find that

the assumption V4 MealM3M1+ a3M2q+a4M1 , together

with equations (4 4) imply a set of six equations in four
unknowns. Forcing the six equations to be consistent pla-

ces a constraint on the constants (b2j) of equation (4.3)
that is imposing additivity on the vectorants restricts
the distribution of the angle Haldane (14) shows that

the only angular distribution F(0) which permits the vec-

torants to be cumulative 13 that where dF(Ø)dØOCsifl2ØdØ,

the condition for complete randomness in direction. An

equivalent condition for existence of vectorants is that
the random vectors be associative since the distributions
of

and I Y Z

are not the same for general vectors. The particular

values for the(b2)which satisfy these conditions are
given by

(4.5)

specifically

COS

24
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Listed below are the first six vectorants derived in this
way.

(4.6) 5 -

§(N+8)(N+O(N )
2

N+6 )(N
2

5(N+8

N+2

6(N+6)(N+4)(N+2) M4
N3

M M

N L N+2 N"
100+8 (N+6T-La 26134]

4(N+ )
N2

3

Subsequent applications will require the moments (M ) in

terms of the vectorants (VJ which may be obtained by a



straightforward reversion of equations 4 6) The first
few ares

(47)

4(:
6)

mentary vectors

values:

(4.8
768(7N+24);

N (N+2)

(N+6)(1, 4)

* S S S

Equations (4.6) and (4.7) permit us to determine quite
easilythe moment M(R) in N-space required for thej n

evaluation of the (ck) in equation (3.1). Our interest
2is in the Pearson series, so that R is the scalar square

of the resultant of n unit vectors (X) identically dis-
tributed. The scalar square is unity, the moment

2M (X ) 1 for all d the vectorants Vj for the ele-
X1) reduce from (4.6) to the simple

7680(21N +236N +856N Kg1
5 2, 1N (N+2) 0+4;

26



2Since the vec orants are additive, Vk(Rn) nVk

(R2) at once from (4.7).j n
all k and we have

(49)

(4.10)

= n;

_ 6(N+4)n2 N 2)(N+4)n- 2
N2

48(5N+12) 4(N+6)(19N+441n
N (N+2) N (N+2)

2)(

12(N+61(N+4)n N+6)(N+4)(N+2
N3 N3

0

This determination is possible but much more tedious,

for vectors of arbitrary length. That case is considered

from a different approach in Chapter 5.
The ( defined in (4.9), when used with (3.5) and

.6), Y eld the following values for the in the
ies of (3.1) As a a+1.

(a+2)(a 1)

for

27



(4. 0) without further detai

contld.

12 48(5N+12)

n2(N+2)2 N 2)G(N+4)(N 6)

768(N+24)

n ( 2)2(N+4)(N+6)(N+8)

120 L1,60(61N +446N+624)

+2) n4 (N+2)3(N+4)2(N+6)

(IN 36N2+856N+960)

n5 (N+2)(N+4)2(N+6)(N+8)(N+10)

Even when dealing with unit vectors the task of ro.

ducing the (ck) to these relatively simple values is an

onerous one, and a good part of the effort is wasted when

terms in n".4 and n 5 are discarded to obtain the asymp

totic series 0(n 3). Furthermore, the moments enter only

implicitly into the (ck), and no hint is given as to how

moments might best be used to approximate an unknown dis-

tribution. In the next section a simpler approach i

used to derive a

density function just derived for Zn

final form

more useful result. For reference, the

NRn
2n

takes the

28



(4.11)

N+2 N+4

8 [ 6(5)1+12)
(1+2) (N+4)(N+6)

This is In agreement with the known series for N 2 1=3

previously cited.

z )

29
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CHAPTER 5

THE EDGEWORTH SERIES ANALOGUE
FOR VECTORS

Since the variable Rn is always positive, it is
convenient to use the Laplace transform rather than the

Fourier transform when using certain formal properties of

the characteristic function. Hence we define

)dx

0

0

as the characteristic function of a random variable X.

In effect, the only change is to replace by (-s) the (it)
of the Fourier transform. Let

km°

2 2kbe the characteristic function for Rn, with Mk = .

as the kth moment. We use equations (4.7) to write
C (s) in t rms f the vectorants (Yk) as

C (s 1.1ig
2

( 5. )

3(N-4.4) *0*



(5.2

(5.

(5.5)

are the vectorants for the elementary vec-
tors A then we can replace by nvk; changing the

variable from $ to -12-2nv in (5. yields

As it stands, (5.2) may be ritten in the form

To obtain, by Laplace inversion, a series expansion

in Laguerre polynomials, the form of (5.2) must be modified.

By definition (7, p.188),

Some elementary theoryon L-plaoe transforms yields



where

(5.7)

(1 )-(a+j+ )

1=0

Let = k, and insert Ion in (5 6. we then
have

32

* S S a a a a

To formally writen 2nv such that the Laplace inverse
1

relation (5.4) may be applied, we assume that

(5.6)

To determine the is simplest to write (5.6) as
power series in ( 8). Without regard to questions of con-
vergence, the binomial theorem 16, p.208 yields



A formal interchange of the order of summation in 5.7),
and identification with (5.5) yields

(5.8)

(5.10) co

(5.9) a+21
a+2%/C1

a 2)0
2 / 1

When coefficients of like powers of

system of equations relating the (

results, which goes as

) are equated, a
h the (b )kj

0 II

The solution of (5.9) gives he in terms of the
values (bio) defined in (5.5). av



without further detail, the through 0(

are:

expansion 0(n 3).
istic function for

istic function for

gives the dens

(5.11)) =

16(N+2)vi

By definition Cn(s)

c (Ia.)
2nvi

Inversion of (5.6) thus

hence

NR2

notion for

2 2N v v
2 / (a+2)
2 J

n4v
21 2t

1

64(N+2)

3 + 0

34

is the character-

= J1- r6:

315N 1410)(N+8)(N+6)(N 4 v

the character-

With these the Laplace inverse relation 5.4) may be

applied to to (5 6), term by term, to obtain a formal Laguerre



(5.2)

r(a

n(N+2)

N 2)(N+4)

3
1.5(N+1

(N+2) vi
3 + 0

35

With r( r(814-1) (a+ .(a+k) and the known values
for °k' equation (5.11) assumes the form after collect-
ing like powers of

As a check, the serIes 12) reduces to the Pearson series
so laboriously derived in Chapter 4 when the values (4.8)
for the (ck) are used, corresponding to unit vectors.
The computations here for vectors of arbitrary length were

somewhat simpler than those for the special case of unit
vectors. Furthermore, (5.12) shows explicitly how the

moments of the elementary vectors contribute to the coef-
ficients in the series.

The result of greatest interest may be deduced from
(5.12) if the explicit dependence upon n, the number of



elementary vectors composing Rn is removed. Replacing

vectorant o it equation (5.12
n'

13)

This series is quite analogous to the celebrated

Edgeworth series for approximating the density function

of a scalar random variable, on the assumption that it is

composed of the sum of a large number of independent

identically distributed random causes. If we suspect that

a vector 1 is composed of a large number of independent

completely random vectors, then (5.13) allows us to make

the most efficient use possible of known moments of R in

approximating the distribution of R. The series, though

not yet tested, may prove to be useful in approximating

many one-sided distributions if some choice of the

6

nv by V the

becomes



parameter a can be justified. This series however, as

always when approximations are based on the first few

moments, is not expected to be of great value near the

tail of a distribution.
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we have

(62)

CHAPTER 6

AN ASYMPTOTIC SERIES FOR
QUANTUM

The probability distribution function

Fri( ) = P(Rnir) is of more practical interest than the
density function. Since P(Rng) = P we have

(6.1) Q(r) f(x) dz

Using the series of equation (5.13) for z), and the

formula (7, p.190

(t)dt xa+ a+1 (x)

8

from which the asymptotic series for be con-

structed, using the b defined in 5.13)

Of equal interest in practice are the qunles or
or percentage points of the distribution. Suppose, in



(6 1) that Q( r) fixed, and the quantile

be determined. We next construct an asymptotic series of

the form

( . )

(6.4)

to compute the quantile z in terms of the corresponding

quantile y of the limiting distribution Fz(z). Since

lim f(z) ( ) the following equation gives the e-
n+oo n

quired relationship between y and z .

jimf
(x)dz =

a polynomial in y

39

assume that y be expressed as a power series

in y, then try to determine the coefficients (al) in the

expansion

(6.5) a2

Since al = y] = z1(0), al may be determined quite

simply by differentiating (6.4) with respect to y9 and

solving for (0). Equation (6.4) may be written as



(6.6

and differentiation yields

(6.7)

kico

Differentiation of (6.7) yields

her g(z) =

Setting y = 0, we have from .5) that z

and hence

A formal use of the binomial expansion, discarding terms

suffices to determine al
For a differentiate (6.7) with respect to

use the formula (7, P.190,191)

1(z) from wh oh

k o

40



and settin

.(aa2 + al) 44+ g'(0) + 2 a2a1 g(0)

With equation (6.8), we find a2 in terms of al .

(6,10)

(6.12)

- 4-

Two more differentiations and some computation yield

a3 and 34. Omitting details

El+

These (ai) have not been evaluated for arbitrary

vectors. For unit vectors, the (b,) are specified by

equation (4.11). With a + 1 2 and L:(0

we have found the coefficients through 0(n-2

3

0)]

fa+lo,
k if
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a * . (4,14)
2 " 2(a 2)n

4. +

t7a+8
24(a+2)n 48(a+2

24(a+2)nC 48(a+2)

(.1) %2+7a+16)
6(a ) (a+3)n2 41. 24(a+3)(a+2)

(613) Zszy+1Z N+2 E 24 a+

2

(11a+4)
24(a+2)'0

0(n

Collecting powers of 9 he des red series is

a+2) ( +3)
a-1 3 0(n

This series for percentage points agrees with that
given by Greenwood and Durand (10, p.242) for N = 2. They

remark that for this case the series 0( gives three
and four place accuracy for n = 14 and n = 21, respect-
ively. Similar results can be expected for general N.

We cannot expect to use (6.13) for very small percentage

points, say 0.1 percent point or lees.



27T 
(Al sinm x cos x dx 

[1+(-1)m3 El 

2T1' 

H s sO) 0 

(2m (20: 
n: 

where 

a Hermite polynomial. 

Formulae (A3) and (A4) are well known, but may 

fei(sx+ y) 12( ) 
Jr° 

)m+n 04(8 

be established from relations found in (14, p.148). 

APPENDIX 

)11 pOtl r('il) 
,(U, P.96). 

r0+3+2) 

2 

e 
2 ) 

) dxdy 
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2 

n 21' p.65) 

(A4) 92(k)(x) )k q)( where Hu(x) 



For a bivariate random variable, normalized such that
1 = and M01 = m10 = 0, the following relations0 = MO2

give the first few cumulants in terms of the moments

(M)

3
;

30

K3 K22

21

011 2

44
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